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Key Findings 

• Little evidence that BRT is seen as an inferior mode by those in the 
surrounding neighborhoods, a key question going into this 
research. 

• Non-riders are ambivalent more than hostile, even after hearing 
about tradeoffs that BRT would present on the roads. 

• Riders quickly grasp the potential benefits of BRT features and see 
the improvement to the overall experience.  

• BRT could present opportunity for mode shift among non-riders.  

• Both riders and non-riders are concerned about BRT tradeoffs. 

• Among non-riders, car-ownership is a key factor in levels of 
concern. 
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Survey Methodology 



Phone Survey 
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• N=300 responses 

• Registered voters in ZIP codes in SL 
4/5, 28 bus corridors. 

• Contacted via landline and cell phones. 

• Respondents asked about route closest 
to them, or about key bus routes if they 
didn’t know. 

• All respondents were by their use of 
Silver Line or 28 bus; only those who 
used bus for “just a few trips” or 
“never” were passed through. 

• Field dates: Sept. 9-14, 2015. 

 



Silver Line Intercept Survey 
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• N=312 responses 

• Conducted in person by 
professional interviewers 
using tablets to capture data. 

• Electronic BRT illustrations 
shown to respondents. 

• Surveyed at Dudley Station 
and four other inbound 
stops. 

• Conducted in English and 
Spanish. 

• Field dates: Sept. 15-18, 
2015 during AM peak 
period. 



28 Bus Intercept Survey 

• N=424 responses 

– Twenty survey points between Dudley and Mattapan. 

– Inbound and outbound stations were both used. 

– Conducted in English and Spanish. 

– Field Dates: Aug. 31 – Sept. 18, 2015, during AM and PM 
peak. 

• Conducted in partnership with Nuestra Comunidad. 

– MPG developed survey and sampling plan, conducted 
training, and analyzed results. 

– Nuestra recruited and managed in-person interviewers 
from the community.  

– Mobile devices were used to capture survey responses; 
printed BRT illustrations were shown to respondents. 
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Intercept Survey Imagery 
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Questions about BRT features were paired with images of BRT in action to clarify 
questions for respondents. 



Intercept Survey Imagery 
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Images are from the BostonBRT Report and show BRT systems in other cities. 



Intercept Survey Imagery 
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• Printed images were used in the 28 bus survey digital images were shown on tablets 
for the Silver Line survey.  

• This slide is the only place where respondents saw or heard “BRT” in survey. 



 
 

Findings 



Very few hold-outs for light rail over BRT 
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• Concerns that BRT would be seen by area residents as lesser or undesirable transit 
option seem to be unfounded. 

• Among riders, BRT is preferred over light rail by a majority in every demographic. 
• White, higher educated and higher income  non-riders are groups more likely to 

prefer light rail.  

Q: Some people would rather see the MBTA build a light rail, like the Green Line, instead of a bus system 
like we have been discussing. Others say that a bus system could deliver many of the benefits of a light 
rail and could be up and running sooner, because it is easier and less costly to build.  What do you think? 
Would you prefer a bus system like we have been discussing OR a light rail system? Order rotated. 

Two-thirds of riders, plurality of non-riders favor BRT over light rail 

46% 

26% 

11% 11% 

66% 

11% 13% 

4% 

Bus system Light rail system Both (not read) Neither (not read)

Non-Riders

Riders



Riders enthusiastic, non-riders ambivalent 
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78% 

10% 

7% 

34% 

14% 

49% 

Positive difference

Negative difference

No difference
Riders

Non-Riders

% who think the implementing BRT features would make a ______ on their quality of life 

• After hearing features and tradeoffs, very few think BRT would be negative. 
• Non-riders are more indifferent rather than opposed to the idea. 

Q: Based on the description we just went through [and the images I showed], if the MBTA were to 
make all of these changes to the Silver Line, would it make a positive or negative difference in your 
quality of life, or would it make no difference? Order of positive and negative rotated. Brackets read 
only to intercept survey respondents. 



Same dynamic seen in BRT priority level 
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BRT priority level compared to other transportation projects  

• More enthusiasm among riders than non-riders, but most non-riders think BRT 
should be at least a minor priority.  

• White non-riders are the group most likely to think BRT should not be a priority. 

Q: How much of a priority do you think making the kinds of changes we have been 
discussing should be, compared to other transportation projects?  

39% 
37% 

17% 

6% 

15% 

26% 

38% 

19% 

A top priority A major priority A minor priority Not a priority

Riders

Non-Riders



Riders see the benefits of BRT features 
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77% 

75% 

74% 

72% 

72% 

72% 

69% 

65% 

Dedicated lanes

Off-board payment

All-door boarding

Greater
frequencies

Signal Priority

Level boarding

Enclosed shelters

More info at
shelters

% of riders saying each feature would make a “major difference” in their commute 

• Features seen as most beneficial would speed up travel times and boarding. 
• More frequent riders were slightly more likely to see benefit of payment, boarding 

and shelter changes than less frequent riders. 

Q: I would now like to show you some images of changes that could be made to the Silver Line / 28 Bus. These pictures are 
from other cities that have made these changes to their bus systems. A Boston version could end up looking very different. I 
will point out several of these changes in the pictures as I explain them. For each one, please tell me whether you think that 
change would make a major difference in your experience as a rider, a minor difference, or if it would make no difference.  



Silver Line, 28 bus riders differ on top features 
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89% 

81% 

80% 

79% 

79% 

76% 

76% 

73% 

60% 

68% 

74% 

71% 

54% 

70% 

64% 

71% 

Greater
frequencies

All-door boarding

Dedicated lanes

Off-board payment

More info at
shelters

Signal Priority

Enclosed shelters

Level boarding

28 Bus

Silver Line

• Most of all, 28 bus riders want the bus to come more frequently and to move 
faster (dedicated lanes, boarding at all doors). 

• Silver Line riders also think dedicated lanes most important, despite already 
having one for part of their route. 

% of riders saying each feature would make a “major difference” in their commute 



Some opening for mode shift among non-riders 
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% saying each BRT would make them more likely to ride the bus 

• At least half of non-riders say each BRT feature would make them more likely to ride. 
• Shelter improvements higher on list for non-riders than riders; better headways key 

for both groups. 
• Even if only a fraction actually ride more, could translate into many more riders for T. 

49% 

44% 

43% 

39% 

38% 

36% 

37% 

33% 

19% 

19% 

17% 

17% 

16% 

18% 

14% 

17% 

More info at shelters

Greater frequencies

Enclosed shelters

Dedicated lanes

Off-board payment

Signal Priority

Level boarding

All-door boarding

Much more likely Somewhat more likely Total 

67% 

63% 

60% 

55% 

54% 

54% 

52% 

50% 

Q: I would now like to ask you about some specific improvements that could be made to the [Silver Line/28 
bus/key bus routes in your area]. For each one, please tell me whether you think that change would make you 
more likely to ride the [Silver Line/28 bus/key bus routes in your area] more often, or if it would make no 
difference.  



22% 

28% 
31% 

15% 

9% 

25% 

44% 

20% 

A top priority A major priority A minor priority Not a priority

Few Trips

Never ride

Priority Level 

44% 

13% 

38% 

27% 

14% 

56% 

Positive difference Negative difference No difference

A little bus riding goes a long way 
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• Those using the bus for a few of their trips much more likely than those who never 
ride to: 
• Think BRT would have a positive impact on their quality of life; and 
• Consider BRT a “top priority” transportation project. 

• More “few trips” riders also said individual BRT features would make them much 
more likely to ride more often. 

Quality of Life 



Both riders, non-riders concerned about tradeoffs 
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55% 

54% 

52% 

51% 

48% 

46% 

47% 

43% 

39% 

41% 

37% 

50% 

Loss of parking

Wider pedestrian crossings

Loss of travel lane

Loss of bus stops

Waits for turning/crossing cars

No separated bike lanes

Riders

Non-riders

• Riders are actually more concerned than non-riders about BRT tradeoffs. 
• Parking is a top concern for both riders and non-riders, but all tradeoffs are closely 

clustered. 

% saying each tradeoff is a “major concern” 

Q: In order to make these changes, the city would have to make some changes to the streets 
where the buses run. Please let me know how much of a concern each of the following 
changes would be: a major concern, a minor concern, or not a concern.  



Among non-riders, car owners more concerned 
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• Areas with higher car ownership and lower bus ridership could be more 
challenging for BRT adoption.  

• No such relationship in rider survey; it may be that car-owning transit riders are 
less concerned because they would benefit from the changes. 

54% 54% 

47% 45% 44% 42% 

35% 

23% 
28% 

18% 
13% 

36% 

No separated bike
lanes

Loss of parking Wider pedestrian
crossings

Loss of travel lane Waits for
turning/crossing

cars

Loss of bus stops

% of non-riders saying each a "major concern" 

Owns Car No Car



 
 

Ridership 



Half of riders are riding every 5+ days a week 
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5% 

14% 

32% 

49% 

5% 

20% 
23% 

51% 

Less than 1 day a week 1-2 days a week 3-4 days a week 5 days a week or more

Silver Line

28 Bus

Q: How often do you take the Silver Line / 28 bus? 

• Majority of younger riders, non-white riders and riders without cars rider 5 
days a week or more. 

• Frequent riders more slightly more likely to think BRT would improve their 
quality of life and to consider BRT a top or major priority. 

% riding the bus __ days a week 



Why are riders riding? 
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59% 

41% 

31% 

34% 

25% 

10% 

53% 

46% 

46% 

33% 

23% 

19% 

Work

Shopping or
errands

Medical
appointments

Recreation,
entertainment
or social visits

School

Church

Silver Line

28 Bus

• Commuting to work is the top reason for both the Silver Line and the 28 bus. 
• Medical appointments and church are more important uses on 28 bus than the 

Silver Line. 

% who use the bus for each type of trip 

Q: What types of trips do you use the Silver Line / 28 bus for?  
Multiple responses allowed. Percentages add up to more than 100%. 



Which route for BRT: Silver Line or 28 bus? 

• 28 bus riders rate individual features as more appealing than do Silver 
Line riders. 

• But Silver Line riders say BRT overall would make a bigger difference in 
quality of life;  more consider BRT a top priority. 

• Both lines serve commuters, other uses are more prevalent on 28 bus. 

• Different BRT features play well with different groups; the full package 
could maximize appeal. 

• Any level of bus ridership is important: non-riders who used bus for “a 
few trips” much more receptive than those that “never” ride. 

• Among non-riders, car ownership is a key factor in support or 
opposition.  

• Focusing on areas where bus ridership is high and car ownership is 
lower could be path of least resistance. 
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